How to Find Course Reserves

Go to the UTM Library homepage and click on “Course Reserves”:

- Quick Links
  - Starting Points
    - Course Reserves
    - Old Exams

Type in the course code and click “Course Code”:

- Look Up Items on Course Reserve (Short Term Loan)
  - Search for bio152
  - course code

Find your course on the list of courses:

- List of Courses
  - BIO152UTM
    - INTRODUCTION TO EVOLUTION AND EVOLUTIONAN
  - BIO153UTM
    - DIVERSITY OF ORGANISMS
  - BIO154UTM
    - Introduction to Post-genomic Evolutionary Biology

Copy down the call number and bring to the Information & Loans desk with your TCard:

- Course reserve search results
  - QH308.2.C36 2018
    - Campbell biology, Jane B. Reece, Lisa A. Urry, Michael L. Cain, Steven A. Wasserman, and Warren M. Whitman
    - (VIEW for detail)
  - QH308.2.C36 2018 Suppl.
    - Study guide for Campbell biology, Jane B. Reece, Lisa A. Urry, Michael L. Cain, Steven A. Wasserman, and Warren M. Whitman
    - (VIEW for detail)

Have more questions? Visit us at the Reference & Research Desk!